
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Sat. 30 April 2022 

Compiled Sat. 30 April 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.” 

 

Welcome to Suicide Weekend  

April 30 Rare Solar Eclipse Black Moon  

(Hitler supposedly committed suicide 30 April 1945) 

 

“We Each Have Infinite Worth to God” 

April 7, 2019 - Music & The Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

There is One who will never forget or forsake us. One who watches over all.  

No matter our status or history, no matter our past or present, no matter our social standing or 

net worth, we have infinite worth to God. 

Even when no one else knows what we’re going through, He knows.  

Even when no one else seems to remember us, He remembers. 

Once you understand that, it’s impossible to see yourself – or anyone else – in the same way 

again. Almost instinctively you want to help others feel valued, understood and remembered too.  

In that sense, each of us has been called upon to do our part to make the world a little better –to 

love, to bless and to care about others – one person at a time. 

Judy Note:  

 Evidence on the Hunter Biden Laptop has tied Joe Biden to criminal acts of Treason. 

Expect resignation soon. 

 A major new study showed 63% of children had serious heart problems post 

vaccination. Another scientific study published 21st April 2022, concluded that Covid-19 

vaccination can elicit a distinct T cell-dominant immune-mediated hepatitis. Yet, millions 

in US taxpayer monies were still being used to promote these deathly and poisonous 

experimental vaccines, with a recent emphasis on vaccinating young children. 

 Former head of the CDC Robert R. Redfield confirming the next scamdemic will be 

bird flu which will kill "10 to 50 percent" of the population.   

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/april-07-2019-4673-music-and-the-spoken-word.html


 Over the last few months fires in several US food production facilities have greatly 

added to the nation’s food shortage crisis. 

 Fuel, Food and goods prices were skyrocketing across the Globe. 

 Most of the world depended on goods produced in China, where production has been 

closed down and ports closed, leaving thousands of ships stranded, the consequences of 

which was expected to be catastrophic by Summer. 

A. What we think we know about the GCR as of Fri. 29 April 2022: 

 Sun. 1 May 2022 Money Laundering in every Nation State officially ends and rings in a 

new gold/asset-backed currency for the world, freeing major trade from the fixed/ 

manipulated/ slavery and debt-creating-trade System of the Rothschild USD/EU empire. 

…Fleming 

 On Thurs. 28 April Iraq signed and delivered its ISO 20022 paperwork and was set to 

go, along with the rest of the Golden Dinar community. 

 Venezuela must sign its acknowledgment/Agreement of ISO 20022 by Saturday 30 

April, though that may have already been accomplished since on Fri. 29 April the 

Central Bank of Venezuela announced their 'Digital Bolivar' Redenomination Plan: 

https://news.bitcoin.com/central-bank-of-venezuela-announces-digital-bolivar-

redenomination-plan/ 

 On Fri. 22 April at 6:00 am EST they launched Funds for the Global Currency 

Reset according to Dr. Charlie Ward, head of the Global Currency Reset Redemption 

Committee. 

 At midnight Tues. 26 April 2022 the United Nations lost control over all sovereign 

nations, which then began switching their currencies from the World Bank bankrupt 

SWIFT system to a gold/asset-backed CIPS system.  

 The Sovereign Nations new currency rates began trading on the back screens. 

 This coming weekend Tier 3 Bond Holders (10% of monies), Intermediaries, 

Prosperity Packages, CMKX, Fines and Penalties, Adjudicated Settlements, Farm Claim 

Payouts were expecting to be paid out according to Bruce. 

 “Sun. 1 May sees the new gold/asset-backed global monetary system launch around the 

world,” according to Fleming. 

 We expect Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group who hold Zim Bonds and 210 nation’s 

foreign currencies to be revalued) to be notified on Tues. 3 May to start appointments on 

Wed. 4 May, or could be notified late morning Wed. 4 May to start appointments on 

that Wed, or start on Thurs. 5 May, according to Bruce. 

B. Restored Republic 

 This Weekend BQQM  BQQM  BQQM Rods of God Appear Headed to China’s 

Tiananmen Square, Three Gorges Dam, Nuclear Reactors, Wuhan Adrenochrome, Virus, 

https://news.bitcoin.com/central-bank-of-venezuela-announces-digital-bolivar-redenomination-plan/
https://news.bitcoin.com/central-bank-of-venezuela-announces-digital-bolivar-redenomination-plan/


Vaccine Big Pharma Labs and the Chinese Communist Party’s Bitcoin Mining Child 

Trafficking Headquarters, which would release 1776, Declass, Military Law Arrests, 

NESARA/GESARA, Global Currency Reset, Gold/Metal Standard and 6,000 Tesla 

Natural Cures 

 “I‟m Back” …President Trump Breaking! Trump's First-Ever Post on Truth Social: "I'm 

Back! #COVFEFE" - What Is Covfefe? Q Proof & Decode! The Simplicity Complexity 

& Brilliance of Q's Plan ...in a Word! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Expected Upcoming Events for This Weekend, Whiplash347 

 Will the final blow come this weekend with Paris shooting his arrow into the Deep 

State Achilles Heal? 

 Beneath China‟s Three Gorges Dam were Nuke Reactors protecting Big Pharma, the 

Silk Road and Deep State Central Wuhan Lab.  

 The Event: Beneath China’s Three Gorges Dam, Tiananmen Square & Wuhan were Big 

Pharma Labs and Adrenochrome Labs owned by Soros and Gates where they have 

created viruses and vaccines. There were also the CCP’s Bitcoin Mining headquarters 

used for Child Trafficking and other nefarious activities, plus Nuclear Reactors.  

 The tunnels beneath China‟s Three Gorges Dam, Tiananmen Square & Wuhan lead 

into 34 Satanic Buildings that would get hit with the Rods of God & flooded. This will 

surely make the Stock Market Collapse. 

 Most major dams house Nuclear Reactors. We take out the Nuclear Reactors and we 

have GESARA. 

 60-75% of Bitcoin Mining is owned by the Chinese Communist Party. We take out 

Bitcoin Mining and it destroys the Deep State funding used for Child Trafficking and we 

get the QFS. 

 We take out Big Pharma and we get 6,000 Tesla natural cures. 

 The Event of all of the above says goodbye to the Chinese Communist Party. 

 The Event also triggers other Events such as 1776, Declass, Military Law Arrests, 

NESARA/GESARA, Global Currency Reset, Gold/Metal Standard, 6,000 Tesla Natural 

Cures 

 Dams + Big Pharma Labs + Precision Cyber will make the market collapse. 

C. The Real News for Fri. 29 May 2022: 

 Hunter Biden To Receive $50K Per Month Salary For Seat On Disinformation 

Governance Board. The Department of Homeland Security has formed the 

Disinformation Governance Board to bravely combat incorrect opinions on the internet. 

According to sources, the board's Executive Director Nina Jankowicz has appointed 

Hunter Biden to sit on the board for a salary of $50,000 per month. 

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/04/breaking-now-trumps-first-ever-post-on-truth-social-im-back-covfefe-what-is-covfefe-q-proof-decode-the-simplicity-complexity-brilliance-of-qs-plan-in-a-word-must-watch-3771961.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/04/breaking-now-trumps-first-ever-post-on-truth-social-im-back-covfefe-what-is-covfefe-q-proof-decode-the-simplicity-complexity-brilliance-of-qs-plan-in-a-word-must-watch-3771961.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/04/breaking-now-trumps-first-ever-post-on-truth-social-im-back-covfefe-what-is-covfefe-q-proof-decode-the-simplicity-complexity-brilliance-of-qs-plan-in-a-word-must-watch-3771961.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/04/breaking-now-trumps-first-ever-post-on-truth-social-im-back-covfefe-what-is-covfefe-q-proof-decode-the-simplicity-complexity-brilliance-of-qs-plan-in-a-word-must-watch-3771961.html


 April 27 2022 A New fence around the Federal Reserve. The Federal Reserve building 

in Washington has been fenced off. As now seems to be confirmed, this means that it is 

no longer in operation 

 BlackRock Head Admits that “Our New World Order Has Failed”: 

https://newspunch.com/blackrock-head-admits-our-new-world-order-has-failed/ 

 Michael Flynn Indicates Why „The FBI Needs a Total and Complete 

Transformation or It Needs to Be Abolished‟: https://resistthemainstream.org/michael-

flynn-indicates-why-the-fbi-needs-a-total-and-complete-transformation-or-it-needs-to-be-

abolished/?utm_source=telegram 

 Military Intelligence has intercepted the Deep State's 16 year plan to destroy America. 

The 2016 Election was rigged for Hillary, but the White Hats Military were able to 

install Trump. The 2020 Election was a trap. Trump ran uncontested. An Election 

Monitoring (Surveillance) System was installed by the US Cyber Command, Space Force 

and the Shadow Warriors of the Cyber Brigade. Soon we will see the real numbers. 

 In the Deep State everything is connected, from the CIA Mind Control Satanic Ritual 

Abuse and human sacrifice of children, to Child Sex, Organ and Adrenochrome 

Trafficking, to the Vatican, to the Chinese Communist Party, to Epstein Island, to 

Ukraine, to Biden. 

 Human-animal hybrids: Senate approves billions of dollars for their chilling 

creation: https://thebl.tv/us-news/human-animal-hybrids-senate-approves-billions-of-

dollars-for-their-chilling-creation.html 

D. International Child Sex Trafficking: 

 Disney Underground Tunnels and cages; Freemason ties to CIA Drug Trafficking: 

https://thetruedefender.com/disney-secrets-underground-tunnels-cages-freemason-ties-to-

cia-drug-sex-trafficking/ 

E. Biden Crime: 

 Rep. James Comer on Maria Bartiromo: "We believe that Hunter Biden is a national 

security threat, and now we have every reason in the world to believe that Joe Biden was 

in fact in business with Hunter Biden." 

 Hunter Biden To Receive $50K Per Month Salary For Seat On Disinformation 

Governance Board. The Department of Homeland Security has formed the 

Disinformation Governance Board to bravely combat incorrect opinions on the internet. 

According to sources, the board's Executive Director Nina Jankowicz has appointed 

Hunter Biden to sit on the board for a salary of $50,000 per month. 

F. Russia/Ukraine War: 

https://newspunch.com/blackrock-head-admits-our-new-world-order-has-failed/
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 Ukraine backed by the US, is preparing for a massive cyber-provocation against 

Moscow – Russian Foreign Ministry spox. 

G. DUMBS and Underground Tunnels: 

 Ukraine: 1500 miles of tunnels (that run under Biden Ukraine property) as confirmed by 

Military.com 

H. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages: 

 The closure of Chinese ports will affect the whole world. A large number of sea 

vessels have accumulated off the coast of Shanghai, and the global consequences of this 

will soon be visible. Due to the next blocking of the Wuhan Corona virus (Covid-19), 

hundreds or even thousands of ships are floating in the waters near China. Given that 

most of the world depends on goods produced in China, the consequences of this summer 

will be catastrophic. 

 The China lock downs have nothing to do with protecting people. It is part of the plan 

to strangle Western trade.  

 Iowa egg-laying farm kills 5 million chickens, fires 200 plus workers: 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/iowa-egg-laying-farm-kills-5m-chickens-fires-200-

plus-workers/ar-AAWI1pp 

I. Global Financial Crisis: 

 Deutsche Bank sees a 5% to 6% Fed target rate which will push the US into a 

significant recession next year. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-04-

26/deutsche-bank-sees-5-6-fed-target-rate-and-deep-u-s-recession 

 Futures Slide As Amazon, Apple Slump; Nasdaq Set For Worst Month Since Nov 

2008: https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-slide-amazon-apple-slump-nasdaq-

set-worst-month-nov-2008 

 Deutsche Bank HQ in Frankfurt raided over suspected money laundering. Police 

closed down all surrounding rounds leading up to the bank: 

https://twitter.com/c_m_101/status/1520078522458558464?s=28&t=pUXTk7mcRw27ID

Csgiwcjg 

 A Shocked Wall Street Reacts To Amazon's Biggest Crash Since 2011: 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/shocked-wall-street-reacts-amazons-biggest-crash-

2011 

J. Crypto Currencies: 

 Michelle Fielding Discusses Latest Updates with Nicholas Veniamin: 

https://youtube.com/channel/UChCxSaSZyyvFnMINo3sUQtQ  

https://youtu.be/jU1g6BB5sHQ https://youtu.be/jU1g6BB5sHQ 
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0:21 CBDC white hat op 

0:24 banks NOT under Starlink and CBDC will collapse 

0:26 "When will the new currencies under GESARA be available to the masses?" == THEY 

ARE ALREADY AVAILABLE AS CRYPTOCURRENCIES 

…AND THERE WILL NOT BE NEW PHYSICAL RAINBOW NOTES ���� 

0:29 you can trust any crypto used by CBDC 

0:32 confirmed DOGEcoin is Elon Musk and confirmed part of QFS 

0:37 Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Armenia, China creating new economic 

system establishing new basket of currencies 

0:38 UBI to be received on phone app (�� BOOM I'VE BEEN SAYING THIS SINCE SEPT 

2021 AND POSTED ABOUT IT JAN 2022: https://t.me/QuantumStellarInitiative/3954 ���) 

0:40 crypto offramp available through credit card 

0:44 RV will be crypto only, not physical = "WE’VE ALL BEEN LOOKING IN THE WRONG 

DIRECTION" 

0:47 new legal framework for crypto tracked by Starlink, digital wallets + no physical notes 

confirmed 

0:50 Lobstr app 

0:52 crypto will be used for all daily activities = STELLAR 

K. Covid/Vax Hoax: 

 New Study confirms Pfizer Covid Injection can cause Severe Autoimmune-Hepatitis  

 “A new scientific study published 21st April 2022, concluded that Covid-19 

vaccination can elicit a distinct T cell-dominant immune-mediated hepatitis (liver 

inflammation) with a unique pathomechanism associated with vaccination-induced 

antigen-specific tissue-resident immunity requiring systemic immune suppression.“ 

 Major new study shows 63% of children have serious heart problems post 

vaccination: https://www.jpeds.com/article/S0022-3476(22)00282-7/fulltext#%20 

 Pfizer Forced to Recall Drug After Pills Found Contaminated With Cancer-Causing 

Compounds: https://resistthemainstream.org/pfizer-is-forced-to-recall-drug-after-pills-

were-found-to-be-contaminated-with-cancer-causing-compounds/?utm_source=telegram 

 The risk of death in children after vaccination against Covid-19 increases by 

5,100% compared to unvaccinated children, according to official data from the ONS (UK 

https://www.jpeds.com/article/S0022-3476(22)00282-7/fulltext#%20
https://resistthemainstream.org/pfizer-is-forced-to-recall-drug-after-pills-were-found-to-be-contaminated-with-cancer-causing-compounds/?utm_source=telegram
https://resistthemainstream.org/pfizer-is-forced-to-recall-drug-after-pills-were-found-to-be-contaminated-with-cancer-causing-compounds/?utm_source=telegram


National Statistical Service) https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/04/27/kids-death-risk-increases-

5100percent-covid-vaccination/ 

 Pfizer Is Forced to Recall Drug After Pills Were Found to Be Contaminated With 

Cancer-Causing Compounds: https://resistthemainstream.org/pfizer-is-forced-to-recall-

drug-after-pills-were-found-to-be-contaminated-with-cancer-causing-

compounds/?utm_source=telegram 

 Former head of the CDC Robert R. Redfield confirming the next scamdemic will be 

bird flu which will kill "10 to 50 percent" of the population.   

 Patients Treated with Pfizer's Paxlovid Experience Second Round of Covid-19 

Shortly After Recovering - Doctors are Baffled: 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/04/patients-treated-pfizers-paxlovid-

experience-second-round-covid-19-shortly-recovering-doctors-baffled/ 

 Study Links Increase in Emergency Heart Events With COVID-19 Vaccine Rollout 

 https://link.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/study-links-increase-in-emergency-heart-events-

with-covid-19-vaccine-rollout_4435910.html 

 Graphene Hydroxide was found in all vaccines studied and created blood clots, Heart 

attacks and nerve damage amongst other deadly issues. The Graphene Hydroxide was 

like razors in the blood cutting up the body from inside vein vessels, heart, brain and 

organs. 

 Graphene Hydroxide forms structures in the blood stream approximately 50 nm wide 

and 0.1 nm thick. They are very thin but very strong. They act like little razor blades in 

the blood stream that can cut the blood vessels. They do not decompose. Once in the 

bloodstream they will be there forever (short of the person getting a blood transfusion to 

remove them). Their effect on the blood vessels is cumulative. The longer they stay in the 

bloodstream, the more damage will be done to the blood vessels over time." 

 Getting the Vax is like playing Russian Roulette. The people who die immediately or 

soon after getting the vax are like victims of Russian Roulette. It is when the Graphene 

Hydroxide hits the blood vessel wall immediately that causes the death or collapses 

immediately after getting the vax. 

 Doctors performing autopsies on victims of the Vax are not going to find 

anything. These doctors are looking for something biological as the cause of death but 

the Graphene Hydroxide is not biological so it will not be visible in their tests. People 

bleed to death from the inside, with the coagulated blood coming out of the nose. This is 

especially true with athletes when the faster the blood flows, the more damage the razors 

do. 

 Dr. Andreas Noack: “The question to ask the vaccine makers and the politicians is why 

are these razor blades inside the vaccines? How can they justify them being inside the 

vaccines? And now they want to force vaccinate children from age 5 with this horrible 

thing!” Dr. Andreas Novak died of a so-called “Heart Attack” directly after he blew the 

https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/04/27/kids-death-risk-increases-5100percent-covid-vaccination/
https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/04/27/kids-death-risk-increases-5100percent-covid-vaccination/
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https://link.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/study-links-increase-in-emergency-heart-events-with-covid-19-vaccine-rollout_4435910.html


whistle on the vaccines findings. His wife blames Direct Energy Weapons which has 

been proven true in military and CIA operations. 

 Army Doctor speaks out: https://nat.bioshieldimmunity.com/vol-v7p3 

 Ivermectin Power: https://usafirstreporting.com/the-hidden-true-story-of-ivermectin-

more-powerful-than-you-realize/ 

L. 2020 Election Fraud: 

 The second trailer for the movie "2000 mules" has been released. This is a 

documentary created by the President of King's College in New York, Dinesh D'Souza. 

The film features video evidence from True the Vote about a coordinated, funded, and 

illegal ballot trading network in critical swing states during the 2020 election.True the 

Vote worked with Dinesh D'Souza to create this bombshell movie, which uses footage 

and tracking data they obtained from ballot boxes in key American states that were used 

to steal election results in 2020. Watch here: https://2000mules.com/ 

M. Armed violent illegal immigrants in safe houses along border – what‟s really 

happening: 

 Over 200 safe houses in Laredo Texas for Violent illegal immigrants that have been 

deported several times and released from U.S. prisons back to Mexico are now waiting on 

the safe houses. 

 The Cartels have armed violent Immigrants in the safe houses and armed many in 

caravan infiltrations of the Deep State. 

 The amount of human Trafficking at the border is the highest in U.S. history with 1.7 

million illegal immigrants in the past 12 months. ( New York Times – which means it's 

far worse and under reported the real numbers). 

 NPR puts the numbers at 200,000 illegals a month crossing that's (2.4 million in the 

past 12 months) 

 Tens of thousands of Haitians are reported Armed. 

 Through the Laredo doors is 100% open there is no control with fentanyl violent gangs 

armed smuggling cocaine human trafficking. 

 The past 3O days on El Paso border/Laredo/ Del Rio gun fights between the Mexican 

cartels and gangs have intensified with shootings reported against National Guards 

 Military Operations infiltrated the caravan and have given reports of Middle Eastern 

terrorist inside the caravan. 

 Boots on the ground reports up to 230,000 inside the Caravan moving. 

 U.S. militias forming with off duty officers and retired veterans at the border already. 

 Back in August a man killed a Lyft driver Sunday afternoon in Garland and then opened 

fire at Plano police headquarters before an officer shot him may have been inspired by 

foreign terrorists, authorities say. 

https://nat.bioshieldimmunity.com/vol-v7p3
https://usafirstreporting.com/the-hidden-true-story-of-ivermectin-more-powerful-than-you-realize/
https://usafirstreporting.com/the-hidden-true-story-of-ivermectin-more-powerful-than-you-realize/
https://2000mules.com/


 Sleeper cells along the border. 

N. Must See Videos: 

 X22Report: Trump Sends The Message! It’s Time! Define Renegade! - Must Video | 

Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Situation Update: Lockdown! China Quarantine Depopulation Agenda! Sixteen Year 

Plan To Destroy America Intercepted! Biden Is A Threat To National Security! - We The 

People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Biden is Soon Out and Trump in on May 5th? - Ten Day Disclosure May 2? - CNN Will 

Be Bought by Trump Supporters? - Message From JFK Jr. | Beyond Science | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Breaking! Trump's First-Ever Post on Truth Social: "I'm Back! #COVFEFE" - What Is 

Covfefe? Q Proof & Decode! The Simplicity Complexity & Brilliance of Q's Plan ...in a 

Word! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

O. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill‟s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc’s 

CIA, Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice 

Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded 

by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.” 

P. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  
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There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of  

thousands of children on a regular basis. 

Q. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of 

human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the 

organizations:  

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-

of-human-trafficking 

FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300  

Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov. 

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888. 

U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form 

Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/ 

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/ 

Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/   

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end 

US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453 

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline:  1-800-843-5678     

Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
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Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line 

R. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

S. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate 

a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments. 

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the 

exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my 

humanitarian project organized and going. 

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you 

how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

https://trafficking.help/us/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/actionline
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 29, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of April 28, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 28, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of April 27, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 27, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of April 26, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 26, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of April 25, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 25, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 24, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 23, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of April 22, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of April 22, 2022 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/04/29/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-april-29-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/04/28/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-april-28-2022/
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https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/04/26/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-april-26-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/04/25/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-april-25-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/04/25/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-april-25-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/04/24/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-april-24-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/04/23/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-april-23-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/04/22/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-april-22-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/04/22/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-april-22-2022/

